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Completeness of earthquake catalogues is a necessary condition for seismic hazard assessment since they are the
base for the determination of a and b values of the Gutenberg-Richter relation. A new composite catalogue for
Austria has been created based on data from four different catalogues of earthquakes in Austria (ZAMG, 2009;
ACORN, 2004; Van Gils & Leydecker, 1991; Shebalin et al., 1998) including for the first time also data from
surrounding regions such as the Vienna Basin outside Austria and a buffer region 100km outside the boundary
of the Austria and Vienna basin. The used earthquake catalogues cover different record length with a first entry
in 1048 AD. A reliable estimate of the a and b parameters of the Gutenberg–Richter Relation from this newly
compiled dataset can be only given, if the new catalogue is checked for completeness.

We determined the completeness intensity (Ic) and the completeness periods for the composite catalogue
following the method described by Stepp (1972). This method supposes that the earthquake occurrences are
Poisson-distributed and investigates (i) the minimum observation interval required to reach reliable estimates of
mean recurrence periods, (ii) the time interval for which the catalogues may be regarded complete. Both intervals
are functions of the intensity class. Ic is the smallest intensity above which every earthquake was recorded for
a given time interval. The completeness period is the time interval in which the catalogue is complete for a
given intensity range. As most of the catalogue’s records are pre-instrumental data, this completeness check was
performed on intensity data avoiding ambiguities arising from intensity-magnitude conversion.

In a second step, we repeated the completeness check, but this time based on magnitudes in order to deter-
mine the influences of various magnitude conversions. For pre-instrumental events, we converted intensities
into magnitudes using published intensity-magnitude conversion formula for each country. In order to get the
completeness periods for various magnitude ranges, the combined catalogue as well as each subcatalogue have
been analyzed following the method of Stepp (1972).

We can show that the new composite catalogue fulfills the critical minimum observation period for all in-
tensity classes except IX and higher. A stable estimate of mean recurrence period of intensity IV is 80 years
of homogeneous observations from 1900 to 1980 and for intensity V, the observation period is 120 years. A
stable estimate of mean recurrence period for intensity VI is about 115 years and for intensity vii is 30 years.
The homogeneous interval for maximum intensity VIII is 200 years. Maximum intensity IX earthquakes are not
completely definitive for whole 962 years period. In addition, the analysis of each subcatalogue leads to similar
results, except the ACORN catalogue. Therefore, the newly complied catalogue for Austria and surrounding areas
is a suitable data base for seismic hazard assessment in Austria.
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